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In short

• Every 3 months all EMDs who operate AMPDS / ProQA in The Netherlands receive a 
digital magazine containing updates, backgrounds and opinions about the AMPDS 
triage methodology and its application through ProQA

• ‘ProQA & AMPDS magazine’ helps EMDs to better understand the concept, intention 
and methodology that constitutes AMPDS / ProQA

• This results in increasing support and loyalty towards the system; presumably better 
use of it; and therefore possibly better patient care in the end



In short (2)

• We have established the national 
magazine ourselves, in Dutch, not 
controlled or supervised by the IAED or PDC, although they gladly support it

• The magazine is open to read for everyone, in or outside the field of EMD / EMS 
and emergency response

• This practice can be applied in any of your countries or regions!



AMPDS in our country
17 million inhabitants
2 million emergency calls per year 
600,000 of those are medical = 1,650 per day 

• AMPDS / ProQA was first introduced in The Netherlands in 2011, in one center

• In the 5 following years 10 more centers followed

• Currently 50 percent of all medical emergency calls are handled through ProQA,
by over 300 calltakers

• The other half is handled through NTS, the alternative Dutch emergency triage system



What we solved

Starting position: 
Since 2011, the integration and acceptance of AMPDS / ProQA among EMDs in our 
country went relatively slow, due to the following three factors

1. 
It is mandatory in The Netherlands that all EMDs are registered nurses. 
They are used to, and they feel comfortable, relying on their own field experience and 
their professional judgment and expertise. 
At first, many had a hard time ‘surrendering’ to strict protocols, which oftentimes resulted 
in explicit or implicit resistance



What we solved  (2)

2.
In the early years, there was a lack of nationwide coordination between the Dutch 
ProQA centers. 
Also little energy was invested in explaining the ‘why’ of working with AMPDS, all 
emphasis was on the ‘how’.
This fueled misunderstandings regarding the position and autonomy of EMDs



What we solved  (3)

3.
The alternative system, NTS, offers their EMDs more personal freedom in handling 112 
calls. 
This was often highlighted as a positive characteristic of NTS, whilst ProQA was framed 
by many professionals, and by media, as rigid and unyielding

1 + 2 + 3 = overall negative image for ProQA



Centers working together
Management of the AMPDS communication centers (and the ambulance services they 
fall under) regarded this situation as unwanted

• As of 2016, cooperation 
between AMPDS centers was 
intensified in order to better 
coordinate training, ICT, 
quality assurance, purchase 
and communications. 
A covenant was formed, with 
Xander as managing director.



Communication as a solution
Among other interventions, we decided that we needed a new, 
binding means of communication, bridging the instinctive gap 
between our EMDs and ProQA, thereby aiming at

• providing information
• increasing knowledge
• presenting context
• generating involvement and professional pride

… or, in marketing terms, internal branding.



So we started looking for a communication 
professional to help us. 
We got in touch with Frank, who will now 
continue the presentation.



What was needed
A means of communication that is

• easy to share
• inviting and accessible
• person & people oriented
• informative & educating
• neutral in its approach, without a hint of propaganda
• welcoming criticism (offering us an opportunity to contradict it in a substantiated, 

friendly manner)
• sector-wide (also addressing EMS, since they tended to copy, and thus maintain, 

a negative attitude towards ProQA)



We started hands-on by

• making a very long list of possible subjects
• interviewing and writing
• making ourselves known in all centers, 

mostly through EDQs
• choosing a manner of distribution, which was at first a PDF being forwarded by email. 

As of the second year, we switched to an online magazine with an archive 
functionality

http://proqa.ampds.nl



Edition no. 15 (!)
is now on the verge of being launched

Every quarter of a year, the magazine consists of seven substantial articles, divided into 
several headings such as
• news / backgrounds 
• interviews / opinion
• education / ProQA updates
• every day practice / case descriptions
• tips / tricks

As soon as a new edition is online, an e-mail notification 
is sent to a database of EDQs, EMDs and other relations, asking them to share it



Involvement and appreciation
By the end of the fourth year, all AMPDS centers have become equally involved in the 
magazine and are delivering their part of the content, or sometimes just ideas

During a small scale survey among EMDs in 2020:

• more than half of them stated that their 
attitude towards ProQA had become more 
positive as a result of being better informed

• 100 percent (!) of respondents said they 
wanted to keep receiving the magazine

We are definitely continuing the concept!



Cost efficient ☺
The cost of the entire practice is limited to the fee for the editor and the designer and the 
cost of subscription to the digital magazine (i.e. around 12.000 euros a year in total). 
Photography is mostly provided by those involved (flashy is not always necessary)

Bonus ☺ ☺
In a few cases, external media have generated news stories directly from our magazine, 
thereby influencing the public and / or professionals with our stories!



We will now show some
examples of articles



This was an informative 
news story describing our 
tools and means to identify 

corona virus symptoms

It acknowledged the extra 
effort our EMDs were 
putting in at that time

Also it informed them 
about the specific 

experiences and needs of 
EMS during the outbreak  



An interview with two 
EMDs who recently 

switched from an NTS 
center to a ProQA center

They sincerely explain 
why, as a patient / caller, 
they would now rather be 
helped with ProQA than 

with NTS 

The article ends with some 
neutral information about 
the differences between 

both systems



A ‘trilogy’ of EMDs sharing
that one time they had to
use one of the top-3 least 

used protocols in The 
Netherlands (15, 20 & 22)

Urging colleagues to
always be open and ready 

for the call you weren’t
expecting

At the same time, 
presenting faces and

names of coworkers in 
other centers



An interview with a Dutch 
MD and professor in the

field of safety studies

He explains, in an
accessible way, how and
why protocols are helpful

to avoid human errors

He calls on EMDs to
embrace their mistakes, as 

we learn from them and
then get better at our jobs



An article describing
IAED’s system of 

‘proposals for change’

Making EMDs aware of 
our collective

responsability for always
improving ProQA

Giving multiple examples
of how proposals for

change have actually led 
to improvement



A case description of a 
remarkable emergency

call that actually occurred
in one of our centers

Centers / EMDs take turns
at writing a story like this

for every edition

They are asked to choose
a surprising situation and
to tell what they learned
from it, as a lesson for all

And there is much, much more! 



Conclusion
• A positive attitude towards AMPDS / ProQA can be promoted on a 

national level, using your own figureheads, situations and language

• This stimulates knowledge, understanding, pride and loyalty to the principles 
of the triage method we use

• This might very well enhance proper use of the systems and encourage 
submitting proposals for change, thus improving ProQA for everybody

• Further survey is needed to draw harsher conclusion, but our magazine is likely to 
contribute to maximizing quality and safety of triage and eventually patient outcome



Thanks and goodbye
AMPDS / ProQA has overcome its slow start!
Problems are fading, partly thanks to our 
branding and communication effort.

We are more than willing to help you set up
a magazine like this for your country.

Thank you for your attention! 

Xander
Frank
& all those involved in the Dutch AMPDS centers View from 112 communication center Rotterdam


